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Loss of separation involving
Bombardier DHC-8, VH-LQG, and
Boeing 777, ZK-OKF
What happened
On 9 December 2016, a QantasLink Bombardier DHC-8-402, registered VH-LQG (LQG),
departed runway 16 left at Sydney Airport. The aircraft was operating a scheduled passenger
flight from Sydney to Tamworth, New South Wales. The captain was the pilot monitoring (PM) and
1
the first officer the pilot flying (PF). At the time of departure, windshear conditions existed in the
2
vicinity of Sydney Airport and because of this, the flight crew used normal take-off power.
When LQG departed, an Air New Zealand Boeing 777-219ER, registered ZK-OKF (OKF),
operating a scheduled passenger flight from Auckland, New Zealand, was on descent to Sydney
from the east, assigned 6,000 ft by the Sydney Approach controller. The projected routes of the
aircraft crossed approximately 11 km east of Sydney (Figure 1) and the Approach controller had
assigned OKF an altitude of 6,000 ft to provide separation with LQG, who would be assigned
5,000 ft.
At 1407 Eastern Daylight-saving Time (EDT), LQG became airborne and after passing 500 ft, the
PF turned the aircraft to an assigned heading of 090. When this turn was made, the flight crew
had the go-around (GA) vertical mode selected on the aircraft flight guidance control panel with
3
4
the altitude select (ALT SEL) mode. After passing the acceleration altitude of 1,100 ft, the PF
requested the PM to select the indicated airspeed mode and a speed of 185 kts. The PM did this
and then, at 1407:45, they contacted Sydney Departures while the PF engaged the autopilot.
When the PM contacted Sydney Departures, they reported passing 1,900 ft, heading 090 and
climbing to an assigned altitude of 3,000 ft. Sydney Departures identified LQG on radar and
instructed them to climb to an altitude of 5,000 ft. The PM read back this instruction and the flight
crew correctly updated the autopilot with the new altitude and engaged the ALT SEL mode.
At 1408:12, as the aircraft climbed through 2,600 ft, Sydney Departures instructed LQG to track
5
direct to waypoint KAMBA. The position was entered into the flight management system and the
autopilot was set to the lateral navigation mode. The aircraft then commenced turning left towards
KAMBA.
At 1408:38, as the aircraft climbed through 3,800 ft (Figure 1), Sydney Departures advised LQG
there would be a short delay at 5,000 ft due to traffic above them. This was acknowledged by the
PM.

1

2
3
4
5

Pilot Flying (PF) and Pilot Monitoring (PM): procedurally assigned roles with specifically assigned duties at specific
stages of a flight. The PF does most of the flying, except in defined circumstances; such as planning for descent,
approach and landing. The PM carries out support duties and monitors the PF’s actions and the aircraft’s flight path.
Except for the first flight of the day, usual practice is to depart at a reduced power setting.
In the ALT SEL mode, the aircraft will climb to and then maintain the pre-selected altitude.
The altitude the aircraft transitions from take-off speed to climb out speed.
Waypoint: A geographical location on the route of an aircraft. KAMBA is located at S 33 29.7 E 151 26.0.
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Figure 1: Disposition of aircraft when LQG was passing 3,800 ft direct KAMBA and
showing the projected point of crossing.

Source: Airservices Australia, modified by the ATSB

Also around this time, with the aircraft now tracking to KAMBA, the PF increased the airspeed
setting from 185 knots to 210 knots. Almost simultaneously, the autopilot altitude mode changed
to capture the assigned altitude.
The adjustment of the airspeed setting, while the autopilot was in altitude capture mode, resulted
in the autopilot reverting from altitude capture mode to pitch mode, which meant the autopilot
would now not stop the aircraft climb at 5,000ft.
Consequently, the PF decided to disconnect the autopilot and commenced hand flying the aircraft.
6
They pitched the aircraft nose down, to reduce the rate of climb, and simultaneously the PM
selected the autopilot indicated airspeed and ALT SEL modes. Once these modes were selected,
the PF attempted to reconnect the autopilot so the aircraft would maintain 5,000 ft. Before
ensuring the autopilot had reconnected, they became aware of the conflicting traffic (OKF) and
7
obtained its position by referencing the traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS)
display. During this time, as the autopilot had not been correctly reconnected, the aircraft
continued to climb.
After sighting OKF, the PF looked back at the aircraft instrumentation and observed the aircraft
had climbed through 5,000 ft. This coincided with an altitude alert from the autopilot, which
indicated that the selected altitude was exceeded. The PF responded by again pitching the aircraft

6
7

Pitching: the motion of an aircraft about its lateral (wingtip-to-wingtip) axis.
Traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS): a type of airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS).
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nose down to stop the climb and return the aircraft to 5,000 ft. The maximum altitude LQG
8
reached was 5,600 ft before the aircraft began to descend.
Prior to the altitude excursion, the air traffic control system presented a short term conflict alert
(STCA), to both the Sydney Approach and Departures controllers. In response to the STCA, both
controllers monitored the altitude of LQG to ensure the aircraft would maintain 5,000 ft. When the
Sydney Departures controller observed LQG continue to climb, they issued the flight crew a safety
9
alert, requested confirmation that the aircraft was maintaining their assigned altitude and issued
them a heading instruction to turn away from OKF. The Sydney Approach controller issued the
flight crew of OKF a safety alert and instructed them to stop their rate of descent. In response, the
flight crew of OKF advised they would level out and reported they were over the top of LQG and
would be able to sight them again shortly. During the conflict, the lowest altitude OKF reached
was 6,800 ft.

Separation Standards
The Sydney Approach and Departures controllers had anticipated that LQG and OKF would pass
with less than the required 3 NM (5.6 km) surveillance separation between the aircraft. LQG
subsequently passed approximately 0.5 NM (1 km) behind OKF. As surveillance separation did
not exist, 1,000 ft vertical separation was required. In applying vertical separation, using pressure
derived altitude information, tolerances need to be applied. When these tolerances are
considered, the 1,200 ft displacement between the aircraft was not adequate to apply vertical
separation. Consequently, the level excursion by LQG resulted in a loss of prescribed separation.

Operation of Autopilot
In multi-crew operations, standard operating procedures are established to support the principles
of crew resource management (CRM). This includes defining the roles of the PF and PM in
relation to autopilot selections. The captain of LQG reported that if the autopilot is engaged, the
PF will make the autopilot selections. If the PF is hand flying the aircraft, the PM will make the
selections, under the direction of the PF. In both sets of circumstances, visual and verbal crosschecks are made to help identify any potential errors.

Pilot monitoring comments:
•

After they had selected the correct modes, they believed the PF had reconnected the
autopilot. At this time, their attention was divided between managing other radio
transmissions and monitoring the PF’s actions.

•

The requirement to maintain 5,000 ft on departure was received regularly and something
they monitored closely. In normal circumstances, the autopilot would remain engaged.

•

The PM advised that they should have been monitoring the PF’s actions more closely.

Pilot flying comments:

8
9

•

They were aware that when the autopilot mode changed to altitude capture, as they used
the speed control, the autopilot mode could change to pitch. So, when this occurred they
disconnected the autopilot rather than concentrating on changing the modes with a high
rate of climb close to the required altitude.

•

They thought they had reconnected the autopilot after the PM had reset the modes, but
were distracted by looking outside the aircraft for the conflicting traffic and did not confirm
the autopilot had reconnected.

Displayed pressure altitude-derived level information
The provision of advice to an aircraft when an ATS Officer becomes aware that an aircraft is in a position which is
considered to place it in unsafe proximity to terrain, obstructions, active restricted or prohibited areas, or another
aircraft.
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Safety analysis
When the PF initiated the speed increase to 210 knots, the autopilot had not commenced
capturing the assigned altitude. The speed increase at this stage of flight was reported as
consistent with company practice of increasing speed when tracking towards the intended
destination.
As the PF increased speed, the autopilot started to capture the assigned altitude. These near
simultaneous events resulted in the autopilot reverting to pitch mode. The potential for the
autopilot to behave in this manner was known to the flight crew. It is probable that the altitude
capture occurred earlier than expected, due to the aircraft’s rate of climb being unusually high.
The selection of normal take-off power on departure contributed to this high rate of climb.
The PF became concerned that the autopilot was not correctly configured to maintain the
assigned altitude and disconnected the autopilot to hand fly the aircraft. After the PM had selected
the correct autopilot modes, the PF, believing the autopilot would successfully maintain the aircraft
at 5,000 ft, decided to reconnect the autopilot. They attempted to do this but the action was not
successful. The PF did not realise this and the PM did not correctly confirm the status of the
autopilot.
It was probable that the PF was distracted with looking for the conflicting traffic, rather than
ensuring they had successfully reconnected the autopilot.
The loss of separation subsequently occurred after LQG did not maintain 5,000ft on a track that
conflicted with OKF.

Findings
These findings should not be read as apportioning blame or liability to any particular organisation
or individual.
•

The PF increased the aircraft speed at approximately the same time as the autopilot
commenced capturing the selected altitude. This resulted in the autopilot mode changing
and influenced the PF’s decision to disconnect the autopilot.

•

The PF did not engage the autopilot correctly and became distracted before ensuring it
was connected, resulting in the aircraft climbing through the assigned level. The PM was
also not aware that the autopilot had not been correctly reconnected.

Safety Action
Whether or not the ATSB identifies safety issues in the course of an investigation, relevant
organisations may proactively initiate safety action in order to reduce their safety risk. The ATSB
has been advised of the following proactive safety action in response to this occurrence.

Operator
As a result of this occurrence, the aircraft operator has advised the ATSB that they have taken the
following safety action:
Further training was provided to both the PM and PF in the areas of situational awareness, human
factors and operational decision-making during high workload scenarios, including a review of
aircraft automation technology and procedures. The crew members were also required to
demonstrate competency prior to return to flying duties.
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Safety message
Maintaining separation in high traffic terminal areas, such as Sydney, requires that flight crews
strictly adhere to air traffic control instructions. As highlighted in this occurrence, any deviation has
the potential to reduce safety margins.
During this occurrence, the interactions between the crewmembers were not effective in
responding and managing the encountered threats and highlights the importance of effective
CRM.
CRM is described as the practical application of all aspects of human factors including situational
awareness, decision-making, threat and error management, team cooperation and
communication.
One important aspect of effective CRM, is related to successful monitoring of aircraft systems and
ensuring crewmembers actively cross check each other’s actions. These skills can be improved
through standard operating procedures and increased emphasis and practice.
Key flight crew monitoring principles include:
•

be technically proficient

•

keep all team members informed

•

ensure the task is understood, supervised and accomplished

•

train as a team

•

make sound and timely decisions.

Further information can be obtained from the Operator’s Guide to Human Factors in Aviation
(OGHFA).

General details
Occurrence details
Date and time:

9 December 2016 – 2245 EST

Occurrence category:

Incident

Primary occurrence type:

Loss of Separation

Location:

11 km east of Sydney Airport

Aircraft details
Manufacturer and model:

Bombardier DHC-8-402

Registration:

VH-LQG

Operator:

Sunstate Airlines operating as QantasLink

Serial number:

4376

Type of operation:

Air Transport High Capacity - Passenger

Injuries:

Crew – 0

Aircraft damage:

Nil

Passengers – 0
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Manufacturer and model:

Boeing 777-219ER

Registration:

ZK-OKF

Operator:

Air New Zealand

Serial number:

34378 LN:575

Type of operation:

Air Transport High Capacity - Passenger

Injuries:

Crew – 0

Aircraft damage:

Nil

Passengers – 0

About the ATSB
The Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB) is an independent Commonwealth Government
statutory agency. The ATSB is governed by a Commission and is entirely separate from transport
regulators, policy makers and service providers. The ATSB's function is to improve safety and
public confidence in the aviation, marine and rail modes of transport through excellence in:
independent investigation of transport accidents and other safety occurrences; safety data
recording, analysis and research; and fostering safety awareness, knowledge and action.
The ATSB is responsible for investigating accidents and other transport safety matters involving
civil aviation, marine and rail operations in Australia that fall within Commonwealth jurisdiction, as
well as participating in overseas investigations involving Australian registered aircraft and ships. A
primary concern is the safety of commercial transport, with particular regard to operations
involving the travelling public.
The ATSB performs its functions in accordance with the provisions of the Transport Safety
Investigation Act 2003 and Regulations and, where applicable, relevant international agreements.
The object of a safety investigation is to identify and reduce safety-related risk. ATSB
investigations determine and communicate the safety factors related to the transport safety matter
being investigated.
It is not a function of the ATSB to apportion blame or determine liability. At the same time, an
investigation report must include factual material of sufficient weight to support the analysis and
findings. At all times the ATSB endeavours to balance the use of material that could imply adverse
comment with the need to properly explain what happened, and why, in a fair and unbiased
manner.

About this report
Decisions regarding whether to conduct an investigation, and the scope of an investigation, are
based on many factors, including the level of safety benefit likely to be obtained from an
investigation. For this occurrence, a limited-scope, fact-gathering investigation was conducted in
order to produce a short summary report, and allow for greater industry awareness of potential
safety issues and possible safety actions.
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